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The Dark Energy issue...
Since about 10 years an increasing number of independent datasets  
is indicating a “dark domination” of the present-day Universe.

SnIa 
[High-z SNS, SN Cosm. Project, ...]
CMB anisotropies 
[COBE, WMAP, ...]
Large Scale Structure 
[2dF, SDSS, ...]
Gravitational Lensing 
[HST, ...]

What is the Dark Matter made of? 

What is the nature of the Dark Energy?

Do Dark Energy and Dark Matter interact?

A few questions arise...

WIMPs (neutralino), Axion, or 
something else (waiting for LHC...)

A Cosmological Constant Λ

NO

The Concordance Model says...
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Problems of the Concordance Model

“Cosmological issues:”
Fine Tuning:

 

Coincidence:

Unnaturally small value of Λ:
 

Λ domination is very recent:

!!

!pl
! 10!123

!!

!m
< 10!3 for z > 6

“Astrophysical issues:”

Cluster Baryon fraction:
 

Cusp-Core problem:

Satellite problem:

Void phenomenon:

Bulk Flows:

Systematically lower than the cosmological one 
 

NFW profile is cuspy, LSB galaxies are cored

Too many DM satellites predicted by simulations

Voids are found to be exceedingly empty

Coherent galaxy motions exceed predictions

[e.g. Allen et al. (2004)]

[e.g. Navarro et al. (1996)]

[e.g. Klypin et al (1999), Springel et al. (2008)]

[e.g. Peebles (2001)]

[e.g. Watkins et al. (2008)]
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Dynamic DE and interacting DE

-How to address the fine tuning?

-How to exit the scaling and get a late DE domination?

-How to address the Coincidence?

NO DE domination!!

Dynamic DE: a Scalar Field moving in a self-interaction potential

!̈ + 3H!̇ +
dV

d!
= 0

! = const.

! ! a!3(1+w)

V (!) = e!!"/M V (!) = !!!For                    and
there are STABLE SCALING 
SOLUTIONS 

[Wetterich (1988)]

By allowing a coupling between DE and other fluids...

By allowing a STRONG coupling between DE and other fluids...
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How can a coupling help us?

Other forms of coupling have been proposed, e.g., by [Gavela et al. 
(2009), Caldera-Cabral et al. (2009), Schaefer et al. (2008)].

Does NOT violate 
General Covariance

A WEAK coupling helps by determining a new type of UNSTABLE scaling
W

EA
K

A STRONG coupling can even have a LATE ACCELERATED STABLE scaling

ST
RO

NG

Solves the Coincidence!!

NO matter domination
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Let’s assume a specific form of interation [Wetterich (1995), Amendola (2000)]:

!̈ + 3H!̇ +
dV

d!
= !"(#)$CDM

!̇CDM + 3H!CDM = !!"(#)$CDM#̇



Background features of interacting DE
The DE interaction modifies the background evolution of the Universe:

Hubble functions for different coupled dark energy models
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The expansion history is modified 
due to the presence of the new 
unstable scaling...

Mass correction for different coupled dark energy models
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The mass of particles changes in 
time due to the energy exchange 
with the DE

m(!) = m0exp

!
"

" !0

!
#(!!)d!!

#
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extra-friction term modified gravitational
interaction

varying DM
particle mass

!̈c + (2H ! 2"
#̇

M
)!̇c !

3
2
H2

!
(1 + 2"2) !c!c + !b!b

"
= 0

CDE perturbations in the Newtonian limit
If we perturb the coupled dynamic equations to linear order, we find for 

the small scale limit in the Newtonian gauge the evolution equation:

FIFTH FORCE - VIOLATION OF WEP
[Nusser, Gubser, Peebles (2005)]
[Kesden & Kamionkowski (2006)]

[Keselman, Nusser, Peebles (arXiv:0902.3452)]

[Macciò et al., (2004)]
RECENT NEWS: Li & Zhao arXiv:0906.3880
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If we perturb the coupled dynamic equations to linear order, we find for 
the small scale limit in the Newtonian gauge the acceleration equation:

CDE perturbations in the Newtonian limit

!̇v = !
!
H ! "

#̇

M

"
!v !G

!
(1 + 2"2)

!"!c

a
+

!"!b

a

"

We implement these new features in GADGET [V. Springel, 2005]

G̃ij = GN (1 + 2!i!j)
[L. Amendola, 2004]

G̃bb

G̃bc

G̃cc

m = m0

m = m0

m = m0!mc

m = m0!mc

f!v

f!v

H(!)
f = !i

"̇

M

extra-friction term modified gravitational
interaction

varying DM particle mass
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Results : Halo baryon fraction [M.Baldi et al., arXiv:0812.3901]

Evolution of the relative  baryon fraction with mass
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As a consequence of the linear (and non-linear) bias between baryons 
and CDM the baryon fraction in halos is reduced proportionally to the 
coupling strength:

fb !
Mb(< r200)

Mtot(< r200)

Yb !
fb

!b/!M
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Results : Halo density profiles [M.Baldi et al., arXiv:0812.3901]

We compare density profiles of baryons and CDM for those halos in our 
group catalogue that can be identified as being the same object in the four 
different simulations.

- The inner density of both 
baryons and CDM decreases 
with increasing coupling;

- This result is in sharp 
contrast with Macciò et al 
[2004] 

- The same trend appears in 
the vast majority of the 
halos in our sample;

Halo Density profiles for CDM and baryons for Group nr. 0
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Results : Halo concentrations [M.Baldi et al., arXiv:0812.3901]

We can fit all our density 
profiles with an NFW shape:

an d we compute ha lo 
concentrations for the 200 
most massive halos in our group 
catalogue
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The mean halo concentration decreases with increasing 
coupling

c =
r200

rs
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Is a strong coupling really ruled out?
What if the DE couples to something else than cold dark matter?

✔ no new unknown particle has to be introduced

✔ neutrino mass increases (cosmological bounds on neutrino mass do 
not apply)  ➙ Neutrinos at low z behave just like dark matter with a 
strongly enhanced gravity

The transition from relativistic to non-
relativistic neutrinos determines the 
onset of acceleration: SOLUTION OF THE 
COINCIDENCE PROBLEM!̈ + 3H!̇ = !dV

d!
+

"

M
(1! 3w!)#!
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If the second DM family is given by massive neutrinos the onset of DE 
domination can be related with the neutrino mass evolution [Amendola, 
MB, Wetterich (2008)] 

In presence of two DM families, one of them (CDM) can drive structure 
formation, while the other can be strongly coupled to DE [Huey & 
Wandelt (2006)]



coupled neutrinos in brief
There are 2 dark matter species: CDM, and massive neutrinos

CDM is WEAKLY COUPLED to the DE ➙ Matter Domination ➙ Structure formation

Massive neutrinos are  STRONGLY COUPLED to the DE ➙ mass grows in time

Neutrinos are relativistic at high z and become non-relativistic at z = z* (~ 4)

BEFORE z* ➙ neutrino mass is highly suppressed
! ! !    ➙ the coupling is effectively suppressed [~(1 - 3w) = 0]

! ! !    ➙ neutrinos free stream on small scales, structures erased

AT z*       ➙ the coupling gets active (w = 0) and stops the scalar field evolution
! ! !    ➙ accelerated expansion is triggered, the coincidence is addressed

AFTER z*    ➙ Neutrinos feel an enhanced gravitational attraction ~ (1 + 2β^2)
! ! !     ➙ Neutrino perturbations grow fast, neutrino structures can form
! ! ! ! ! on super-cluster scales (10-100 Mpc) [Mota et al. (2008)]
! ! ! ! ➙ Neutrino perturbations go NONLINEAR, need to use N-body sims
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N-body simulations of coupled neutrinos
WORK IN PROGRESS!!

The approach is the same as for CDM coupling, but:

-Before z* neutrinos do not play any role, just free stream
- After z* neutrino gravity much stronger than CDM gravity

PROBLEM:

Due to the much 
stronger gravity, the 
numerical timesteps 
drop dramatically, and 
the total computational 
time blows up...

WORKING ON THIS...
RESULTS WILL COME 
SOON... STAY TUNED!

z*
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Concluding...
We tested coupled dark energy cosmologies with WEAK coupling to CDM for 
a range of possible coupling values by means of cosmological  N-body 
simulations of structure formation, improving statistics and extending the 
analysis of simulations outputs with respect to previous works.

1) The coupling imprints a bias between baryon and CDM density 
fluctuations. As a consequence, halo baryon fraction is reduced.

2) Halo density profiles get shallower in the inner part of massive halos 
with increasing value of the coupling (in contrast with previous claims).

3) Halo concentrations at z=0 are significantly reduced with respect to 
ΛCDM, proportionally to the value of the coupling.

The same approach can be applied to models of STRONG coupling like the 
growing neutrino model, and test the formation of nonlinear neutrino 
structures on very large scales.

Simulations are on the way and the first results are expected soon!!
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Thank you...

Our code is way more general than the simple models 
presented here, and we keep extending its range of 

applicability.

If you want to know more about it:
mbaldi@mpa-garching.mpg.de
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